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ABSTRACT 

Online Payment System is a web based online transaction system for E-commerce. 

Online Payment System is designed to be easy to use, yet provide all the functionality and 

secrecy needed to efficiently conduct an online transaction. It enables customer to 

conduct the transaction efficiently and safely by encrypting all processes in the website. 

A shopping cart function will provide users more convenient, where they can check the 

item in their shopping cart and finalized the item before they checked out and make 

payment. The system will also provide a link to customer account where they can check 

their account in the provided website. Online Pa m nt st m wa developed usin ' 

Visual Basic script, Microsoft L server and Actives Server Pages. The system 

basically consi t of two main modules - hop module for elling products purposes and 

Bank module for conduct inc transacti n purpo e . The general specifications a d 

features of shop module are caraloguin member regi tration, hopping cart, payment 

and customer feedback. Th bank module ontuins functions includin 1 update user 

information viev ace unt print transa lion histo and authentication. There will a 

smaller but important modul , hop administrator module. It provide administrator to 

update the website and keep track off the sale of the website. Univ
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Online Payment System Chapter 1 .Project Introduction 

1.1 Project Overview 

Multimedia Super Corridor drives Malaysia to the information technology decade. 

Therefore, the importance of Internet in everyday life is increasing. With the 

number of people logging into Internet increase, it is so clear that there will be more 

online transaction done. 

There are a lot of shops and banks in Malaysia that allow users to make their 

transactions online. Banking agency such as Maybank allows its' user to conduct 

their transaction online Other companies like molibe88.com (selling mobile phone 

online), eBa .com and Amazon.corn which sell various kind of products are 

promoting the culture of online trading. 

uch online shop and banks save user from all kind of troubles compared to those 

that do it without using online system. This avoid user from having parking 

problem they no longer need t queue up in order to buy something or make some 

payment. They also save up a lot of time and rnon '. by accessing the company 

website and do it online. 

This project will allow users to do all the transaction online. They only need an 

account in the bank and the rest of transaction will be done online. The system also 

enables those who don't have credit cards to conduct their transaction online. 
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L2 Project Motivation 

Online community in Malaysia has risen from 6% to 9 % and there is a lot of 

potential growth in the future. From this statistic, we can conclude that demand for 

online transaction is growing and it has a lot of potential. 

Online transaction such as Online Payment System need to be introduce to every 

citizens in this nation and it must not only restricted to Visa card and Master card 

holders. 

1.3 Project Objectives 

The Online Payment stem is a online banking system that allow online 

transaction between USC1"$ and online shops. lt is a simple system that requires 

minimal time to learn and can be .asily understand b users. The objectives of the 

system are: 

(a) Adaptable t compan of an 1 size und t r --, number of users that is going to 

use the system volume of products involved and ability of the users; 

(b) Provide online account information such as account summary, online 

transaction history, payment done and online shopping; 

(c) Enable user to make online transaction; 

(d To improve current online payment system that is restricted to Visa and Master 

card holders only. This system will allow any users with nn account in the bank 

to make online payment; 
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(e) Be tailored to meet varying ability levels and specific skill deficiencies; and 

(f) To enable user to understand and operate the system easily without extensive 

assistance. 

1.4 Project Limitation 

Although this system greatly ease some of the problem that normally user faced 

such as limitation of credit card holders. It cannot support the payment by rnulti 

currency. It only allows the payment conduct in the same currency. 

Since thi system does not sent the payment thr ugh a gateway to the bank .. 'o, it 

does not support multiple banks. sers and the hops need to regi ster themselves to 

the same bank in order to conduct any transactions. oth of them need to have an 

account in the same bank. 
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1.5 Project Scope 

The Online Payment System is specially designed to suit on-line based transaction. 

The general specifications and features of this system are divided into 2 parts, 

online banking and online shopping: 

Online Banking: 

Security 

Password is required to access certain modules of the system and only the 

authorized person is allowed to change the password. Besides that, the back-up 

feature safeguards the data by allowing administrator to backup the account 

database. Backup Data should be compact to r duce the size f the database. 

Member esistmtion: 

This system require registrati n of members. All user accounts will be associated 

with a login ID. All users need t fill in an nline form and the will choose their 

own login ID and passw rd. 

Circulation: 

The user can do payment buying, credit transfer and all transaction daily routines 

easil . The circulation records will be stored in the database. 

Reports: 

An account summary reports includes online transaction history can be viewed. 
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Feedback: 

Users can send any suggestions and recommendations to the administrator anytime. 

Online shopping: 
Cataloguing: 

The system will show all the products available in the shop by category. User can 

view the products and make their shopping on-line. 

Shopping cart 

It allow user to add the product they want to buy in the cart just like real world 

shopping. They have the option to remove the product from the cart before they 

make up their mind. 

Report 

Users can view the report f pr uct in their sh pping cart and the can make 

changes before finalizing the tran .acti n. 

1.6 Expected Outcome 

This system will be of great help in daily transaction routine, saving both time and 

money. It allows all users to make their payment online when they have an account 

in the bank. It will be a real time system that enabled user to checked their account 

by 24 X 7 a weeks. This system will abolish the limitation of which only Visa and 

Master card holders can make online transaction. 
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1.7 Project Development life cycle 

Chapter IProject Introduction 

ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Jun JuJy Ausz Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan l 
1 Problem Definition 6 day 2().16.'01 26'6-01 • I 

2 User Requirement Study 14 days 23'6.'01 7. iOl lllfl' 
3 Existing Information Analysis and 30 days 20!6101 20:7.01 

Documentation 

4 System Requirement 10 days I Sl7/01 24i710l • Determination 

5 System Analysis 18 days 25!'7101 I ·&·01 

6 System Design 27 days 12/&iOI 7i9f01 

7 Prototyping 10 days ) 2)8 ·01 2118'01 • 
8 Modules Design 5 days 2218101 26i 01 I 

9 User Interface Design 8 days 27i&:Ol 3."9/01 I 

10 Database Design 4 days 4!9i0l 7.'9101 I 

11 System Implementation 120 days 819/01 5/1/02 

12 Development of System - Coding 114 days 819/01 31112/01 

13 Testing 5 days 1/1/02 S/1102 I 

14 Documentation 211 days 14/6101 10!1/02 ..,...,.. ..,- 
Figure 1.1 Project Development Life Cycle 
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Online Payment System Chapter 1: Project introduction 

Project Scheduling plays an important role in planning and developing the system. It 

specifies all the activities involve in system development and the duration of time for 

each activity to successfully implement the project. 

Problem Definition: 

0 Recognize the need for the system and the current problem encountered by the 

Online payment system 

0 Research on the historical development of Online payment system 

0 Develop a project planning schedule 

User Requirement tudy: 

0 Analysis of users' capabilities and thinking as well as their behavior 

0 Research on the online transaction requirements 

Existing Systems Analysis and ] 

0 A stud of current existing -cornrn irce sit· und ·~bunkin system to include 

all the good features in the new system 

7 
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System Requirement Determination: 

0 Determine the functional and non-functional requirement as well as the system 

scope 

0 State the innovations that need to occur for the system to be adapted to the 

Online banking system 

System Analvsis: 

0 Obtain information through research and surveys on the current online payment 

system 

0 Research through the Internet 

0 Analysis on the developing tools used by the various systems 

System es1sn 

0 Include the prototyping, module design, user interface design and database 

design 

0 Figure out an overall picture of the n ew syst an working process by using the 

entity-relationship diagrams, data flow diagrams and data dictionaries 

0 Specify the system s outcome Univ
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System Implementation: 

0 Development of system 

• Design the program using the structure charts, flowchart and pseudo-code 

• Translate all the algorithm into specific program language instructions 

• Testing and debug the program to eliminate all errors 

0 Testing 

• Application testing by individual 

• Acceptance testing that involves users to evaluate the system to see whether 

the system meet their needs and functions correctly 

Documentation: 

0 Record all the information pertinent to the project 

• Include the online help and sample 

) 
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Online Payment System Chapter 2: Literature Reviews 

2.1 Important of literature review 

Literature review is a crucial part in a system development cycle. Literature 

review of a project is important as in places the project in the context of others. 

Which might have similar characteristic. It helps the developer to know some of 

the existing feature offered by a similar system. 

Through that, I manage to gather many ideas, information and knowledge for me 

to develop the Online Payment System. I get a better understanding on which 

development tools and development methodologies are suitable for developing 

Online Payment System. 

Besides that, I als d cornpari n n the past-devcl ped projects and study the 

strength and also weakness of them. 'These have gives me an overview of how to 

improve the weakness and fulfill the requirements needed. 

I ) 
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2.2 What is Electronic Business? 

E-Business is the complex fusion of business processes, enterprise applications 

and organizational structure necessary to create a high performance business 

model. It refers to the use of digital technologies to transform both the internal 

processes as well as an organization's interactions with external parties. 

E-Busi.ness is what happens when you combine the resources of traditional 

information systems with the vast reach of the Web and connect critical business 

systems directly to critical business constituencies - customers, employees, 

partners and suppliers using Intranets Extranets and the W rid Wide Web. 

-business can be divided into three main areas: It can be within the organization 

using the so-called Intranet. Th Intranet uses Internet standards for electronic 

communication. People on the Intranet arc able to see organization-specific web 

sites. These web sites are separated from U1 • 1 ist of U1 • world by fir .walls and 

other securit measures. P eople from outside of the organization arc not able to 

see these private pieces of inf ormation. 

The second area is the business-to-business (B2B) deals that are done over the 

Extranet. The Extranet consists of two lntranets connected via the Internet, 

whereby two organizations are allowed to see confidential data of the other. 

Normally only smalJ parts of information are rnudc available to the partner, just 

enough to enable the business. usiness-to-busincss n ·tworb huv · exist xi long 

l I 
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before the Internet. Many organizations have had private networks to talk to their 

partners and customers. But maintaining them was very expensive. Through the 

usage of the Internet the costs have been cut dramatically. In order to keep the 

business transactions private virtual private networks (VPNs) are used in most 

cases. 

Thirdly there is the business-to-consumer (B2C) area. Traditionally this is what 

most people know as e-commerce, selling products on the web. Also to keep in 

mind is the consumer-to-consumer area, also known as peer-to-peer commerce, 

such as auction sites or digital exchanges like Napster. 

No matter in which of the three areas u cornpan wishes to do business, they must 

ask the right questions bef re g in nline. Just having a web page r the 

infrastructure for the Intranet, .xtrunct r Internet is n help. The need to decide 

on your target group ind think hard a ut the pr csses that need to be done 

electronically. Technicall 1 ther · i · 110 dilfcrcn · · between the Intranet, the 

Extranet and the Internet. 111e xtrunet and Intranet are subsets of the Internet? 

which can be viewed only by certain groups. Univ
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2.3 Why Electronic Business? 

In a few short years, e-business bas gone from concept to undeniable reality. For 

good reasons, it works for everyone: consumers, businesses and governments. 

The primary values of e-business-cost savings, revenue growth, and customer's 

satisfaction are proving to be just the tip of the iceberg. Having realized the 

benefit of Web-enabling individual business processes, many companies are now 

seeking further ROI by integrating new and existing e-business applications and 

technologies (two billion Internet-ready devices like smart phones, PDAs and 

other pervasive computing applications are expected to be in consumers' hands in 

the next two yea.rs). These devices and applications are prime candidates to helter 

serve customers and improve efficienc . The key to success is finding a way to 

give cust mcrs what the, want without th' expense of traditional business 

operations. 

2.4 What is Electronic Payment System and why is it so 

important now? 

Implementation of electronic payment systems is in its infancy and still evolving. 

The technical economic, cultural and its legal components of electronic payment 

s stems are not fully understood.. As a result, there are a number of competing 

proposals and implementations of electronic payment systems. One thing is clear 

to everyone involved in electronic payments: Electronic payments are far cheaper 

than using the dead tree method of mailing out paper invoices and then later 

processing received payments. 
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There are currently three basic ways to pay for your purchases: cash, check, or 

credit card. Electronic cash distribution and payment can be handled by wallets, 

smart cards, or through proprietary, limited-use scrip. Scrip is digital cash minted 

by a small number of third-party organizations. Electronic checks represent a 

small but growing percentage of online payment transactions. Credit and Debit 

card are by far the most popular form of electronic payment. A recent survey 

indicates that over 80 percent of Internet purchases are paid for with credit (debit) 

cards. Debit cards, which draw directly from your bank account in the same way 

checks do, also are used for online transaction processing. 

There are four technologies currently in the market, They are electronic cash, 

software wallets, smart cards credit I debit curds. ach has unique properties, 

costs, advantages, and disadvantage .. ome represent solution that are already 

popular and wide! accepted while then; urn onl n w catching n and the have 

a future that is unclear. till thers do not appear lo hold the promise of wide 

acceptance that they did onl three cars u o. 

l I 
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2.5 System Reviews 

2.5.1 Reviews on existing system 

Maybank 

Malaysiari's premier online banking agency. It had moved the real bank and put it 

in the Internet. It provides online payment systems that allow user that have an 

account in the bank to pay their bills online. Users do not need to have Visa or 

Master card to pay their bills. It will automatically deduct from user bank account 

after user make any payment. When a user wants to conduct an online payment, 

he/she just needs a user ID and a password to log in to the system. Then he/she 

just needed to choose the payee that he/she wants t pa the bill and als the 

reference number in the bill. After the transaction had been successfull made, it 

will generate u transn ti n c c. scr als can trace back their transaction hist ry 

for last 60 days. It als pr vides others anking features such as L ms, Insurance, 

Online share market and transfer f monc between ace unt in Ma bank. The 

limitation is user onl can make their pa uent t th s · mpanies that registered 

themselve to Maybank. ser might find it is inc n cnient for them to buy 

product from those shop that don't allow online payment b Maybank. 

CyberCash 

CyberCash, Inc. is the world's leading provider of Internet payment services and 

electronic payment software. The Company provides service solutions to more 

than 25,000 Internet merchants and has shipped more than 145.000 copies of its 

software products. In addition to enabling Jntc.mct payments, .ybc 'ash off· . 
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merchants state-of-the-art risk management capabilities through its FraudPatrol™ 

Internet fraud detection service, and the opportunity to generate additional sales 

leads through an affiliate marketing program. CyberCasb offers the broadest reach 

in the payment industry with a comprehensive distribution network focusing on 

both direct and indirect channels, which include marketing partnerships with 

financial institutions, Internet service providers, application service providers, 

storefront solution providers, and leading independent software vendors. 

Amazon.Com 

Amazon.corn is the most successful online bookshop in the lntemet. It starts with 

selling books and nm it has expanse into an online mega shop that sell all kind of 

merchandise including computer kitchenware, VD and others. It's interactive 

interface and update dail web pag · make it int cresting to user. lt also designed 

as a user-friendlv web ite and user needs minimal time lo learn how to us· it. 

Amazon.com also act as a portal for user to sell their goods online in 

Amazon.com e-cornrner e \ eb site. This will make more interaction between the 

user and Amazon.com. It kept its customer by keeping the record of the customer 

such as what is customer favorite and its will inform the customer whenever there 

is a new product. 

I ' 
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eBay.com 

eBay.com is one of the successful online stores that sell various kinds of goods. 

Similar with Amazon.com, eBAy also provide online shopping tools such as 

shopping cart, payment via credit card, Bidding on the item and also auction 

services. Its user-friendly web site and interesting interface has attracted millions 

of people all over the world to use this e-commerce site. It divided its goods into 

many categories so that the user can easily find what ever they needed. It is not 

only just a online shop but it had expanded into an online marketplace that you 

can get almost everything that u need in eBay.com. 

2.5.1.1 Research on existing Online Shop 

The tremendou growth of the Internet particularly the World Wide Web (WWW) 

has led to a critical mass f con umer and businesses particularly in a global 

online marketplace. The rapid adopti n f the Internet us u ornmcrcial medium 

ha caused the business t find new wavs to expand their op rtunities. Today 

Internet has become a new marketplace in whi h the E~ · rruncr c be conducted. 

Basically there are vari us -Commerce sites that sell product nlinc. Some of 

the successful E-Commerce sites currently on the net arc as below: 

Amazon.com (\V\V\V.amazon.com) 

Ebay.corn (\vww.ebav.com) 

Megabuy.corn (www.megabuy.com.my) 

Mall of Malaysia (www.mom.com.my) 

Lelong.com (www.lclong_.com.my) 

17 
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2.5.1.2 Research on exiding Online Banking Agency 

There are some online banking agency that provide online transaction (Online 

Payment Systemy 

Maybank (wv.rw.maybank2u.com) 

United Overseas Bank Singapore (wv.rw.uob.com.sg) 

Cybercash (v.'W\v.cvhercash.com) 

From the findings of the above websites, I may conclude that there are basically 

five main pre-requisite for effective E-Commerce rise. The entry - level 

requirements are: 

A stable and supportive in stitutional environment. 

Fulfillment system and logistic 

God bandwidth of connection medium 

Efficient and trusted pa. mcnt method 

User friendl , highly interactive and affordable a cess devices and user 

interfaces. 

2.5.2 Security Issues 

Security issue on Internet is very important because data transfer through Internet 

is meant that data is exposed to everywhere. Once the data being expose, then it 

might have chance that the data will be stolen or modify by some ne else. For 

example a company network is connected to Internet, all Internet user can acccs 

IR 
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to their network. If they do not have any kind of security application then 

everybody can access their network without any permission and data might be 

exposed to public. Tills is very dangerous and in order to prevent this to happen, 

security issues must be concerned. 

Besides that, data transfer security is also another type of security that needs to be 

mentioned about. In most of the time, people think that making payment online is 

not safe because they don't know how exactly the security work on the Internet 

and they do not know the safety measurement in data transfer between one 

computer to another computer. They prefer to make their payment manually und 

but not online. 

In order to know on security issues, J have list down a few issues that needs to 

concern about. It is a need to' h ·n s tting up an onlin payment system. 

Type of security 

S) stem ecurity 

This type of security is built into a personal computer or just a system only. 

System security is used to control access to resources such as files, programs 

databases and others, which located on a server or back end system. In order 

to access to these resource, people need ID, which like a key to access to those 

resources. Based on ID system administrator can assign the resources to these 

people. This will make the system more secure because not all pc plc can 

I ) 
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access all the resources. Office employees can base on their ID to have access 

to designated services that provided by the system. 

Network security 

Network security provides protection against attackers who try to access 

information or gain control over machines or resource within a private 

network. The most common way to protect private networks that connected 

to Internet from attackers is using firewalls. Firewalls are single point of 

connection that link up private and public networks. It allows communication 

between them to monitored and secured. Firewall varies in their 

implementation and the degree of protection they offer. 

Transaction st: urity 

Transaction security ref rs to the securif of <law transfer through the Internet 

to conduct a transaction privat ·I and with uuthentication. lt required the 

transaction could be secure with digital signature. igital signature refers to 

the mes age that send through and received y the receiver must be proved by 

the sender to say that it is the correct messages that send by him. Univ
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Security Elements 

There are several elements that used on the security purpose. Without these 

elements, the online securing would not be succeeded be implemented. Some 

elements are: 

Authentication 

It is a process that verifying the identity of the party at the other end of the 

Internet connection. Server authentication allows the client to verify that they 

are communicating directly with bank and not others third party. Client 

authentication is the process where server (bank) verifies the identity of the 

client. In order to proceeds authentication Certification Authority is being 

used. Which is possible to identity the identity of both parties. 

Encryption 

Encryption i the transf nnution of data into a format thut can be safely 

transmitted, without certain key or rules on one can easily intercepting and 

reading the messages. Once the data encrypted, data must be decrypted using 

the decryption key. The keys used for encryption and decryption is usually 

kept secret to further ensure privacy. 
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SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 

SSL serves two functions: Authenticating Web server and/or client and 

encrypting the communication channel. To accomplish these two functions, 

SSL use two different encryption technologies: Public key (asymmetric) and 

Private key (symmetric) encryption. SSL allows important information such as 

credit card number to be transferred securely. By incorporating SSL into the 

website, customer will feel more secure when they conduct any online 

payment. Below are the picture of what is Public Key encryption, Private Key 

encryption and also how SSL work. 
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Figure 2.2 Private Key Encryption 
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Figure 2.3 Setting up an SSL session. 
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S-HITP 

The Secure Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (S-H1TP) is a secure extension of 

the HTIP that serves up web pages. S-HTIP was developed by Enterprise 

Integration Technologies, commercialized by Terisa Systems 

(www.terisa.com), and distributed to the CommerceNet consortium. By itself, 

the H1TP does not provide any secure properties for web sessions. Web 

servers can implement some secure properties such as basic access control. 

Access control mechanisms can prevent unauthorized access to a server, but 

they do not provide confidentiality in data transactions. Without some means 

for protecting the data transaction, passwords used to access secure portions of 

a server may be captured in plain text by third parties and subsequently used 

to grab confidential data. 

The S-HTTP provides a secure means for lients to communicate with Web 

servers. Unlike ' L S-H1TP runs at the application layer parallel with the 

H1TP and other network services. 

In summary S-HTTP provides the user with the ability to communicate 

securely with a Web server by selecting the desired secure properties of the 

transaction. Both S-I-ITfP and SSL provide the ability to communicate 

securely with Web servers. Both can used to ensure confidentiality, 

authentication., and data integrity. Their appronches, however, are quite 

different. Because SSL encrypts the entire Internet session ut u lower-level 
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protocol layer. S-H1TP supports a vast array of options for enforcing the 

secure properties. The options that are supported make S-IITTP flexible but 

more difficult to configure for the Web site developer. Although SSL has a 

number of options for enforcing the secure properties, the options are pre 

configured in the browser and servers, making SSL easier to use. Finally, the 

prevalence of Netscape's servers and browser in the marketplace today makes 

SSL the dominant technology for securing Web sessions. 

Secure Electronic Transaction 

The Secure Electronic Transaction (SE'I) is an emerging standard for secure 

credit card payment over the Internet. The open standard specifics the 

mechanisms for securely processing Internet-Bused credit card orders hut docs 

not specify the implementation. S ~T can be applied in a real-time 

environment such as a Web session or in a stor '-t1nd-forward manner such us 

electronic mail. This flexibility uccomrnodat es merchants that prefer either th' 

online PO transactions that are ~rJl)JTU ed in mil Lime um! those that prefer a 

batch more in its origin than in its current implementations. S T is an 

industry-backed standard that was created by the two most significant credit 

card associations: MasterCard and Visa. SET was slao developed in 

cooperation with GTE, IBM, Microsoft, Netscape, SAIC, Terisa System, and 

Verisign. The fact that the standard is backed by these highly recognized 

names bodes well for the future of credit card transactions on the Internet. 

Consumers tend to place more faith in name brands they have trusted for years 
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than in the obscure cryptography techniques that underlie the payment 

protocols. 

SET does not specify the shopping or ordering process for Internet goods, the 

payment method selection, and the platform or security procedures necessary 

for securing SET client and host machines. This means that a SET transaction 

can be conducted through the Web or through e-mail. It also means that 

process of selecting or negotiating a product between merchant and buyer is 

not restricted to Web-based access. SET does specify that the following 

security assurances be provided: 

1. Confidentiality 

2. ata integrity 

3. Client Authentication 

4. Merchant Authentication 

. ' 
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2.5.3 Technologies Reviews 

Operating System 

Linux 

Linux is a complete operating system that is similar, but not identical to UNIX. It 

supports both 32 and 64 bit hardware and provides a stable multi-user Internet ready 

operating system. It was initially created by a young student, Linux Torvalds, at the 

University of Helsinki in Finland as a hobby. Originally the term Linux referred strictly 

to the kernel (the care of the operating system), but the phrase it.self refers nowadays to a 

collection of configured software that runs on the top of the Linux kernel. 

The source code for Linux is freely available for everyone. Freely available in this 

context means the source code for the kernel and most software cannot be withheld. This 

however, does not mean that Linux and its as rtcd distributi ns are free. Companies and 

developers may charge monev for it as long as the s urce c de remains available. Among 

the companies involved in the distribution or Linux Ul'I.! Red I lat .uldcru S. .S.E., and 

Stampede. These companie do not just compil · and c nfigur · the s ftware. .aldera, Red 

Hat and others have added their own pr prietary software to their distribution. 

Linux is used for a wide variety of purposes including networking, software 

development, and as an end-user platform. Linux is often considered as an excellent low 

cost alternative to other more ex-pensive operating system. It is stable in the sense that, 

crashes of applications in Linux are much less likely to bring down the entire operating 
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system as compared to Windows. Linux servers are also reliable, as they are often up for 

hundreds of days before requiring any reboots. 

Linux uses Internet and industry standard components and protocols giving a system with 

complete network integration. The operating system can act as a server for most major 

file serving protocols, and provide all the major Internet applications. TI1e X window 

system provides a networked and platform independent graphical interface that (unlike 

proprietary user interfaces) allows one desktop to access applications running on multiple 

machines across local and wide area networks. 

Windows 98 

ne of the pr ducts 111 Micros ft's ev lution of the Windows operating system for 

personal computer is Windows 98. An important of the user interfoce of Windows 98 is 

the Web technology and it was relea ·cd with it, tight! integrated browser. Micro oft 

Internet Explorer is an integral part f the peratin s -stcm in the Wind WS 98. Users can 

view and access desktop object that reside n the W rid Wide Web as well as 10011 files 

and application using the Active Desktop of Windows 98. In fact, Windows 98 desktop is 

a Web page with fITML links and features that exploit Microsoft's ActiveX controls. 

It also provides a 32-bit file allocation table (FAT32) that allowing a single-partition disk 

drive larger than 2Gbytes. The other features in Windows 98 includes supports for 

Universal Serial Bus (USB), which make it easy to plug in new devices support for 

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), support for a new industry standard form of power 

management called Advanced Configuration and Power Int nface A 'PI). 

.8 
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Windows 98 enables the news and other content to be set up and pushed to the user from 

specified Web sites. When using it as Web server, Personal Web Server (PWS) need to 

be installed in order for the Windows system to serve Web pages through Internet. 

Windows NT 

Windows NT is the operating system for personal computer created for users and 

business requiring advanced capability. It is actually comprise of two products: Microsoft 

NT Workstation and Microsoft NT Server. The workstation is safer than Windows 98 and 

Windows 95. It is designed for users especially business users, who need foster 

performance. The server is designed for business machines that need to provide services 

for LAN-attached computers. Together with an Internet server such as Microsoft's 

Internet Information erver (ll: ), it is required for a Wind ws system that plans to serve 

Web pages. The latest version, the Windows NT crver version 5.0 is now available, 

called Windows 2000. 

Just like its desktop siblings (windows /< 8), Windows NT is "1sy to use, fairly quick to 

learn and has some great software bundled with it. lt also comes with a colorful 

interface with plenty of icons to assist users in navigating themselves through the 

system. There is no need for users to memorize difficult commands, as almost everything 

or anything on the Windows NT is done by simple clicks of the mouse. The, by far, 

makes Windows NT (also Windows 95/98) the most user - friendly operating system 

available in the world today. 

) 
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Windows NT is also preferred above many others operating system because of its ability 

to inter-operate with a variety of enterprise level software available in the market today. 

In other words, there are much more software designed to run specifically on the 

Windows platform as compared to any other operating system in the world today. NT's 

improved system architecture also makes it far more superior than its desk-top siblings, 

Windows 95/98, which makes it a better choice for business applications. 

Windows 2000 

The latest version of Microsoft's evolving Windows operating system is Windows 2000. 

Before that, it is called Windows NT 5.0. Microsoft emphasizes that Windows 2000 is 

evolutionary and is built on NT technology. Most users of Windows 98 and Windows NT 

will in time move to Window' 2000. It is designed to appeal to small business and 

professional users as well as to more technical and larger business market for which the 

NT was designed. 

The Windows 2000 product line consists of four products: 

• Windows 2000 Professional, aimed at individuals and businesses of all sizes. It 

includes security and mobile use enhancements. It is the most economical choice. 

• Windows 2000 Server, aimed at small-to-medium size businesses. It can function 

as a Web server and/or a work.group (or branch office) server. It can be part of a 

two-way symmetric multiprocessing system. NT 4.0 servers can be upgraded to 

this server. 
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• Windows 2000 Advanced Server, aimed at being a network operating system 

server and/or an application server, including those involving large databases. 

This server facilitates clustering and load balancing. NT 4.0 servers with up to 

eight-way SMP can upgrade to this product. 

• Windows 2000 Datacenter Server, designed for large data warehouses, online 

transaction processing (OL TP), econometric analysis, and other applications 

requiring high-speed computation and large databases. The Datacenter Seiver 

supports up to 16-way SMP and up to 64 gigabytes of physical memory. 

It was reported in earlier reviews that Windows 2000 is more stable that Windows 98/NT 

systems. lt is less likely to clash. A significant new feature is Microsoft's Active 

Directory, that enables virtual private networks to be set up by a company, data locally or 

on the network to be encrypted and t give users access to the shared files in a consistent 

way any network computer. 

The other features of U1e Windows 2000 are it has u full cu ·t mizable administrative 

console that can be based on tasks rather than files, applications, or users. Also Dynamic 

Domain Name Server (DNS), which replicates changes in the network using the Active 

Directory Services, the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), and the Windows 

Internet Naming Service (WINS) whenever a client is reconfigured. 

Besides that, it also has the ability to create, extend, or mirror a disk volume without 

having to shut down the system and to back up data to a variety of magnetic and optical 
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storage media. In addition, it also has close integration with and supports for Microsoft's 

Message Queue Server, Transaction Server, and Internet Information Server (IIS). 

Conclusion Of Operating System 

It is undeniable that Linux is considerably less expensive to run as compared to Windows 

Operating System. Most of the software available for Linux is free, not to mention Linux 

itself is also free, which makes it suitable for low-cost projects. Linux is much more 

reliable than Windows Operating System and hence is the better education when running 

mission critical operations. 

However, Windows )perating System still has a lead over Linux when it comes to case 

of-use. Linux is relatively difficult to configure, and learning up its UNIX-based 

commands may take up a lot of precious time. Jn other words Windows perming 

System has a shorter learning curve as compared lo Linux. Furthermore, Windows 

Operating System has much more enterprise I .vel software uvailublc for it as compared 

to Linux, which may prove to be essential in developments that required the usage of 

other software. Windows Operating System also makes administration tasks easier with 

its easy-to-use wizards and its complete set of help files. 

As such, Windows 2000 will be chosen as the platform to develop Online Payment 

System due to familiarity of use, ease-to-use, and its compatibility with other software. 

Windows 2000 is more stable than Windows 98/NT systems. It is less likely to clash. 

Besides, there are so many new features included with Windows 2000 that will be 11 
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significant consumer release and will prove to be a better upgrade than Windows 98/NT 

was. Also on the upside, Windows 2000 seems to be more Y2K compliant than its 

predecessors. 

Web Server 

Apache Server 

The Apache server is a powerful, flexible, I-ITTP 1.1 compliant Web Server. It is highly 

configurable and extensible with third-party modules. It provides full source code and 

comes with an unrestrictive license. It runs on Windows NT/9x, OS/2 and most version 

of Unix, as well as several other operating systems. Apache has a built-in search engine 

and HTML authoring tools and supports File Transfer Protocol (FTP). Apache is actively 

being developed and cncoura ics user f ecdl ack through new ideas, bug reports and 

patches. 

The Apache server allows administrators lo .asil .ct up password-protected pages with 

enormous numbers of authorized users without slowing down the server. It also permits 

administrators to set up customized files, or even 'l scripts, which are returned by the 

server in response to errors and problems. TI1is allows the administrator to perform on 

the-fly diagnostics for both users and administrator. 

Apache is also flexible enough to perform multiple Directory Index directives, where 

administrators can instruct the server to either send back index .html or run index .cgi 

when a directory URL is requested, which ever it finds in the directory. Those come 
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running Apache servers will also find that it has unlimited flexible URL rewriting and 

aliasing. Apache has no fixed limit on the numbers of Aliases and Redirects that may be 

declared in its configuration files. In additional, a powerful rewriting engine can be used 

to solve most URL manipulation problems. 

Today the Apache server is the most widely implemented Wed server on the Internet. It 

offers a powerful and customizable approach for any Unix-based server. It has been 

shown to be substantially faster, more stable and more feature-full than many other Web 

servers, including ITS. Apache is nm on sites that get millions of hits per day and they 

have yet experienced any performance difficulties. 

Internet Information Server 

Internet Information ervcr IL is u group of Internet servers (including a Web or 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol server and a File 1 ransfer Protocol server) with additi nal 

capabilities for Microsoft's Windows NT and Windows 2000 , erver operating systems. 

IIS is Microsoft's entry to compete in th' Internet server market thut is ulso addres <XI by 

Apache, Sun Microsystems, 'Reilly and others. 

IIS comes with three default services: WWW, F1P and Gopher. Its Internet Service 

Manager (ISM) application controls these services on this or any other IIS server on the 

network. ISM is run from the Window NT Server or from a Windows NT or Windows 

95/98 workstation. For remote administration, ISM can be run from any browsers using 

on HTML version. IIS supports F1P, allowing users to download files and data from the 

IlS server site with the FTP protocol. 
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With IIS, Microsoft includes a set of programs for building and administering Web sites, 

a search engine that allows users to create custom search forms with a variety of tools, 

including ASP, ActiveX Data Objects, and SQL database queries, reporting tools from 

Crystal reports. (Crystal Reports is a visual reporting tool that lets you create 

presentation-quality reports and integrate them into database applications.), and support 

for writing Web-based applications that access databases. Microsoft points out that IIS is 

tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 Servers in a number of ways, resulting 

in faster Web page serving. 

A typical company that buys IIS can create pages for Web sites using Microsoft's Front 

Page product (with its WYSIWYG user interface). Web developers can use Microsoft's 

Active Server Page (ASP) technology, which means that applications - including, Act.iveX 

controls - can be irnbedded in Web pages that modify the content sent back to users. 

Developers can also write programs that filter requests and get the correct Web pages for 

different users b using Microsoft's Internet 'erver Application Program Interface 

(ISAPI) interface. 

To tap into the power of ASP and server-side scripting, llS includes native scripting 

engines for VBScript and JScript Server plug-ins are available for other scripting 

languages such as Perl, TCL, and REXX. You can even use several different scripting 

languages within a single ASP document. 
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Database access has also been extended in IIS. ActiveX Data Objects (AJX>), an ASP 

component, let developers access and control data in any ODBC- or OLEDB-compliant 

database using any ActiveX scripting language. Developers can put a Web front end on 

almost any legacy database without arcane CGI programming. 

IIS includes security features and promises that it is easy to install. It works closely with 

the Microsoft Transaction Server to access databases and provide control at the 

transaction level. It also works with Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery of streaming 

audio and video, delayed or live. 

Conclusion Of Web Server 

Although Apache is proven to be the more powerful Web erver here, it is still not as user 

friendly as IIS. Furthermore, Apache servers are known for their difficulty in installation 

and configuration. As such, it will take considerable time und effort l configure und 

manage the Apache server, thus making it unsuitable for the development of this project. 

Since Windows 2000 will be used as the plutlorrn for the development of Online Payment 

System, lIS would seem to be a better choice here. Furthermore, IlS is a robust and 

capable Web server program that is suitable for small sites right up to enterprise-class 

sites doing high transaction volumes. 

. ) 
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Web Authoring Tools 

Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 

Visual Interdev is an integrated development environment (IDE) for creating dynamic 

web sites. It is part of the Microsoft Visual Studio family, which consists of Visual Basic, 

Visual C++, Visual Fox.Pro, and Visual J++. Visual Interdev combines a number of tools 

into a single package to simplify development chores. There is support for project 

management; syntax highlighting of different types of web files such as ASP or ITTML, 

automatic synchronization of local files with web server files, and integrated databases 

access. 

With Visual Interdev, a developer can assemble pages that use Microsoft's ActiveX 

technologie and other similar M technologies. Data driven web applications can also 

be developed using Microsoft's Universal ata Access, which includes AD< (J\.ctivcX 

Data Objects), ODBC ( pen Database .onncctiv ity , und L · B. Visual lnterdev also 

provides a robust development environment with a Scripting bject Model, design time 

control (DCTs), and a extensible toolbox r r the purp SC or rapid design, testing, and 

debugging of web pages. Web teams can now develop pages in isolation and maintain 

ready access to a master version. In short, Vi ual lnterdcv is an excellent all-rounder IDE, 

both for programmers and non-programmers. 
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Microsoft FrontPage 2000 

FrontPage 2000 is part of the Microsoft Office 2000 family. It runs on the Windows 

95/98/NT/2000 operating system, and is one of the simplest and least complex HTML 

editors available in the market today. Because FrontPage 2000 is integrated into the 

Office 2000 package, it interacts easily with other components of Office 2000, such as 

Word, Excel, Access and Power Point. 

FrontPage 2000 is aimed at letting non-programmers build no-nonsense pages for their 

web sites quickly and easily. It features built-in tools to facilitate the creation of forms, 

tables, banners, Java Applets, and much more. Developers, writers and designers may 

also work on the same web project by using Microsoft FrontPage and Microsoft Visual 

Interdev in conjunction. In this case Visual Interdev pr vides developers with a robust 

set of tools for developing web applications while FrontPage provides a WYSIWY 

environment for editing pages that d ~ not require cm programming knowledge. 

Allaire Cold Fusion 4.0 

Cold Fusion is a complete development and deployment environment ideally suited for 

building today s web-based e-commerce, content management, and business-automation 

initiatives. It is an ideal choice for workgroup, departmental and extranet applications, in 

which fast deployment times are critical, often with the work done by less-experienced 

developers. 
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Cold Fusion applications are essentially collections of pages. As with static web pages, 

Cold Fusion pages can contain HTML and other client technologies, such as JScript or 

PerlScript. Unlike static pages, Cold Fusion application pages are denoted by a specific 

".cfrn" extension, which is the default Cold Fusion file extension. Cold Fusion pages 

also contain an additional language, called the Cold Fusion Markup Language (CFML). 

CFML encompasses the Web's Hypertext Markup Language HTML and Extensible 

Markup Language (XML). 

The Cold Fusion development platform consists of two basic components: 

(i) Cold Fusion Server 

The Cold Fusion Server is a high-performance web application server for 

deploying browser-based applications. lt offers all the runtime services for 

delivering e-busincss applicati ns built on a highly scalable and open 

architecture. Because PML is pr cessed on the server and because web 

servers only know hov to puss pages to br wsers, the Cold Fusion Server 

must be installed on a web server to provide su port for Cold Fusion 

applications. When the old fusion • c er is ins lulled on a web server and a 

client requests a puge with a ".cfm" extension, the following steps take place: 

1. The web server passes files to Cold Fusion Server 

2. Cold Fusion Server scans the puge and processes all CFML tags. 

3. Cold Fusion Server returns only Hfl\.11 and other client-side technologies 

to the web server and, in tum, the browser. 
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(ii) Cold Fusion Studio 

Cold Fusion Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) that 

includes a variety of tools for building web applications. It provides a full 

suite of advanced editing tools including colors coding, web application 

wizards, and two way visual programming. Cold Fusion Studio also includes 

visual database tools, and interactive debugger, full integration with source 

control systems, and support for remote and team development using the Cold 

Fusion Server. 

Using the Cold Fusion development platform, developers can build web applications that 

connect to a wide range of existing business systems, such as RDBMS, messaging 

servers, file repositories, directory servers, and distributed object rniddleware. All the 

above make Cold Fusion an excellent tool for heavy-duty web development 

Conclusion Of Web Authoring Tools 

Visual InterDev 6.0 provides an ideal environment for developers to visually construct 

sophisticated I-ITML and ASP pages. InterDev is also easier to use than Allaire Cold 

Fusion 4.0 in the sense that most Web developers are already familiar with Visual 

InterDev and ASP. Furthermore, there are more resources on Visual InterDev and ASP in 

books and on the Internet in contrast with Cold Fusion. 

40 
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Cold Fusion 4.0, on the other hand, uses a special, relatively new scripting language 

called CFML. CFML files require a special server, called the Cold Fusion Server, to be 

installed on the server first before they can process. The Cold Fusion Server in turn needs 

to be configured, and this leads to wastage of precious time. As such, Cold Fusion 4.0 

will not be feasible for the development of small projects like Online Payment System. 

Microsoft FrontPage 2000 is a simple to use HTML editor that chums out simple Web 

pages in a short period of time. However, the development of E-Marketing will also 

require more dynamic Web pages, with live animations. Thus, Microsoft FrontPage 2000 

is not suitable for the development of this project. 

Since Online Paym 1111 System will be written using ASP, therefore Microsoft Visual 

InterDev 6.0 will be chosen as the authoring tool to be used for the development of 

Online Payment System. 

Scripting Language 

VBScript 

VBScript, or by its full name, the Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition Language, is 

a simplified version of the Visual Basic and Visual Basic for Applications family of 

programming languages. It is closely related to the BASIC programming language. While 

it does not offer the functionality of Visual Basic, it docs provide a powerful, easy to 

learn tool that can be used to add interaction to Web pages. 
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VBScript is a scripting language, or more precisely a scripting environment, which can 

enhance HTML Web pages by making them active, as compared to a simple static 

display. It is the default language of ASP and is event-driven. VBScript provides a small 

but sufficient set of error handling capabilities. Handling multi-dimensional arrays in 

VBScript is also a breeze. VBScript arrays can easily be dimensioned and re 

dimensioned, as required by the developer. 

VBScript talks to host applications using ActiveX Scripting. With ActiveX Scripting, 

browsers and other host applications don't require special integration code for each 

scripting component. ActiveX Scripting enables a host to compile scripts, obtain and call 

entry points, and manage the namespace available to the developer. With ActivcX 

Scripting, language vendors can create standard language run times for scripting. 

Microsoft will provide run-time support for VB cript. Microsoft is working with various 

Internet groups to define the ActiveX Scripting standard so that scripting engines can be 

interchangeable. 

Specifically, VBScript was created b Microsoft to use either us u client-side scripting 

language for the Microsoft Internet Explorer (version .0 and later), or as 1.1 server-side 

scripting language with the Microsoft Internet Information Server (version 3.0 and later). 

However, VBScript is more often used as a server-side scripting language because of its 

potent processing capabilities on the server-side. 
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JavaScript 

JScript is a platform-independent, event-driven, interpreted programmmg language 

developed by the Netscape Communications Corporation and Sun Microsystems. 

Originally called Live Script (and still called Live Wire by Netscape). JScript is affiliated 

with Sun's object-oriented programming language Java primarily as a marketing 

convenience. They interoperate well but are technically, functionally and behaviorally 

very different. A popular misconception about ]Script is that many people believe that 

JScript is Java because of their similar names. This is definitely not true as JScript is not 

Java. 

User can develop server applications or client applications with Java Script. The term 

"server" is referring to the computer where the Web page resides. The term "client" is 

referring to the browser application that loads and displays Web page. Java Script is an 

extension to HTML that lets users create more sophisticated Web pages than they ev er 

could with HTML alone. 

The Netscape Navigator 2.0 I and its later releases supported Juva Script. There arc 

several version of Java Script supported by certain browsers and browser version. 

Unfortunately, this can often lead to confusion in compatibilities. Since Netscape 

originally introduced Java Script, Java Script 1.0 was the language specification 

supported in Netscape Navigator 2.0. Subsequently, Navigator 3.0 supported new 

enhancements, which comprised Java Script 1.1. At present, Navigator 4.0 support Java 

Script 1.2. 

1 
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Java Script offers much more expressive power that HfML alone. Java Script can do 

thing such as create multipart documents, build dynamic documents that take users 

through a Web site from one document to another, and generate documents that interact 

with the user. 

Perl I PerlScript 

Perl (Practical Extraction and Reporting Language) is a script programming language that 

is similar in syntax to the C language and that includes a number of popular UNIX 

facilities such as sed, awk, and tr. Perl is an interpreted language that can optionally be 

compiled just before execution into either C code or cross-platform bytecode. When 

compiled, a Perl program is almost (but not quite) as fast as a fully precornpiled C 

language program. Perl is regarded as a good choice for developing common gateway 

interface (CGI) programs because it has good text manipulation facilities (although it also 

handles binary files). Larry Wall invented it. 

In general, Perl is easier to learn and foster to code in than the more structured ' and +! 

languages. Perl programs can, howex er be quit · s phisticutcd, Perl tends to have devoted 

adherents. 

Plug-ins can be installed for some servers (Apache, for example) so that Perl is loaded 

permanently in memory, thus reducing compile time and resulting in faster execution of 

CGI Perl scripts. 
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CFML 

CF.ML or Cold Fusion Mark-up Language is a set of special tags that are typically placed 

inside HTML pages and interpreted by the Cold Fusion Server. The tags perform such 

tasks as database connectivity and conditional logic, but they also handler other needs of 

the Web developer. 

This server-side scripting language contains more than 70 tags for database connectivity, 

conditional logic, input and output, and integration with other Internet and file services. 

Over 200 additional functions handle items such as date and time, mathematical 

functions, and string manipulations. For database connectivity, SQL statements are 

embedded into Web pages by using CF.ML shortcuts, such as CFFORM and CFT AB 

which add functionality to HTML forms and simplify HTML tables, respectively. 

Additionally, Cf.ML is extensible and it seamlessly integrates with major distributed 

objects standards such as C )M and C >BRA. 

CF.ML files must be processed on the 'old Fusion server ea h time an application page is 

requested. As such, Web server will need to be installed with the Cold · usion Server first 

before any CFML files could be processed. Despite the limitations, CFML still provides a 

dynamic application environment that is powerful and easy to use. Univ
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Conclusion Of Scripting Language 

Since the development of Online Payment System will require the use of ASP, it is vital 

that VBScript be utilized as the server-side scripting language, and JScript as the client 

side scripting language. If you already know Visual Basic or Visual Basic for 

Applications, VBScript will be very familiar. Even if you don't know Visual Basic, once 

you learn VBScript, you're on your way to programming with the whole family of Visual 

Basic languages. 

Using Java Script, even Jess-experienced developers will be able to direct response from 

a variety of events, objects and actions. It provides anyone who can compose HT.ML with 

the ability to change image and play different sounds in response to specified events, 

such as a users mouse click or screen exit and entry. JScript is a loosely typed language. 

That means you d not have to declare the data types of variables explicitly. Moreover, in 

many cases ]Script performs conversions automatically when they are needed. For 

instance, if you try lo add a number to an item that consists of text (a string), the number 

is converted to text. 

Besides, VBScript and JScript are implemented as H Windows Script engine. This means 

that they can be "plugged in" to any application that supports Windows Script, such as 

Internet Explorer, Active Server Pages, and Windows Script Host. Furthermore, there are 

a lot of resources about VBScript and JScript in books and on the Internet, which 

facilitates the development of this project. 

4 ) 
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PerlScript, on the other hand, users the old fashion Perl programming language. This is 

not in accordance with the objective of this project, which is to make use of the latest 

Web advancements to set up an e-commerce Web site. Hence, PerlScript will not be used 

for this project. 

The usage of CFML will each require the setting up of the Cold Fusion Server on the 

server. This will only lead to additional configuration works, which may take up a lot of 

precious time. Not to mention the time taken up just to learn up theses two relatively new 

scripting language. As such, CFML will not be considered to be feasible for this project. 

Database 
Microsoft Access 2000 

Microsoft Access 2000 is u Window-based database management system. lt is a member 

of the Microsoft Office 2000 family and it runs under the Windows 95/98/NT/2000 

operating system. Due to the fact that Access is part of the )Oice 2000 suite, it 

interoperates well with the other components of the )Jlic • 2000 family. 

Access is easily the world's most popular relational database management software 

(RDBMS). Access 2000 brings not only the traditional broad range of easy data 

management tools but also adds increased integration with the Web for easier sharing of 

data across a variety of platforms and user levels and additional ease-of-use 

enhancements to assist with personal productivity. With Access, the database 

administrator can design and use databases very quickly, us it has a very user-friendly 
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interface. Also, Stat/T ransfer can be used to convert data between Microsoft Access and 

your favorite spreadsheet, database or statistical package. Besides that, data in Microsoft 

Access can be migrated to the Microsoft SQL Server. 

Access 2000 continues to offer an easy-to-use tool for easily finding information that 

provides consistency and integration with the other applications in the office suite. It also 

allows easily sharing information via the corporate Intranet and the ability to easily host a 

database within the browser. This combines the power of a desktop database with the 

power of the Web. Furthermore, tables, forms, queries, and reports can be generated just 

at a snap of a finger, just by using the set of wizards that come with this software. All this 

makes Access an excellent all-in-one database tool for creating standalone database 

applications. 

Microsoft SQL Server 2000 

Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a modem, full-featured S L database designed for small 

or midsize organizations. lts complete set of tools, high-end engine features, and robust 

analysis capabilities provide most of what other corporations could offer only in their 

Enterprise Edition databases, all at a reasonable price. In addition, SQL Server 2000 is an 

amazingly easy to use, yet still powerful enough to crank through hundreds of complex 

transactions per second without choking. Customer needs and requirements have driven 

significant product innovations in ease of use, reliability and scalability and data 

warehousing. SQL Server 2000 runs on Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 2000. 
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Many engine settings in SQL Seiver 2000 are self-tuning. Developers need not assign 

memory to the data cache or store procedure cache separately. SQL Server dynamically 

balances memory between the two. SQL Server expands or contracts the amount of 

memory it is using as a whole. It can automatically make room in memory for other 

applications when they are running, expand again to fill extra memory when the 

applications are closed down. 

Automatic memory tuning is not especially important on a dedicated database server 

machine. But on a server that has to run other applications like a mail server and Web 

server at the same time as a database, dynamic memory sizing makes a huge different to 

system usability. SQL server's unmatched auto-tuning features also mean that it is 

extremely suitable for organizations that do not have database administrators on staff 

With SQL Server 2000, a part lime or beginner administrator is all it takes to manage the 

database effectively. 

SQL Server is a client/server relational database management system (RD MS) that is 

highly integrated with the Windows NT operating system. By using . QL Server, modern 

application can be developed that separate the client application and the database service. 

SQL Server Transact-SQl, supports the ANSI-92 standard and provides extensions to the 

SQL language. 
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Microsoft SQL Server supports a set of features that result in the following benefits: 

• Ease of indallation, deployment and use 

SQL Server includes a set of administrative and development tools that improve 

your ability to install, deploy, manage and use SQL Server across several sites. 

• Scalability 

The same database engine can be used across platforms ranging from laptop 

computers running Microsoft Windows 95/98 to large, multiprocessor server 

running Microsoft Windows NT, Enterprise Editor. 

• Data warehousing 

SQL Server includes tools foe extracting and analyzing summary data for Online 

Analytical Processing ( )LAP). SQL , erver also includes tools for visually 

designing database and analyzing data using English-based questions. 

• System integration with other server software 

SQL Server integrates with e-mail, the Internet and Windows. 

() 
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Database is the choice for e-commerce sites and best of breed data warehousing 

solutions. SQL Server includes OLAP Services, Data Transformation Services and 

English Query, and works with over 45 ISVs that form Data Warehousing Alliance. SQL 

Server is the first database to scale from the laptop to the enterprise using the same code 

base, offering 100% code compatibility. By using Windows 2000, fastest database for 

SAP, based on the SAP Retail benchmark. 

ConcJusion Of Database 

Access 2000 and SQL Server 2000 are excellent database management software from 

Microsoft. Both of them are easy to use and are efficient at handling databases. As such, 

both of them are worthy of consideration for this project. 

Access 2000 is suitable for use with small to medium-sized database. However, the size 

of a database may grow rather huge at times, and this is when Access 2000 starts to 

reveal its deficiencies. Access 2000 has the tendency of slowing down when the tables in 

a database gets too huge. This may not be practical for e-commerce Web sites running 

huge databases, as the opportunit costs arising from the slowing down of the database 

may be significant. As such, Access 2000 is unsuitable for the management of huge 

databases. 

. I 
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SQL Server 2000, on the other hand, works well with databases of any size. It contains 

all the user-friendly features of Access 2000, yet it works so many times more efficiently 

than Access 2000. It has the ability of handling hundreds of transactions simultaneously 

without affecting performance. 

SQL Server 2000 will therefore be chosen to act as the database management software 

for the development of Online Payment System. 
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3.1 Introduction 

A system development methodology is a very formal and precise system development 

process that defines a set of activities, methods, best practices, deliverables, and 

automated tools for system developers to develop and maintain most or all information 

systems and software. This part of the deliverables is concerned with a review of the 

methodology to be used in system design part of the online payment system project. 

Methodology ensures that a consistent reproducible approach is applied to online 

payment system. It reduces the risk associated with shortcuts and mistake. And it also 

produces complete and consistent documentation. . 

3.2 Concept of Methodology 

Scientifically speaking a methodology is a "branch of philosophy" that deals with the 

science of method or procedure; or to put it differently u system of methods and rules 

applied in science. This reveals that a method is part of a methodology: u way or 

thinking, but more than a way of doing. It provides the tool how to tackle problems using 

what techniques. 

A method therefore enables one to follow a certain line, where its basis is laid down in 

the way a problem is encountered. Following a line rather than being forced to follow that 

line, as system development is a creative process that ultimately cannot be forced into 

rules and procedures without affecting the quality of the system. The reason is quite 

simple: there is no method that perfectly suits the needs of a system development project, 
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In general a method must fulfill two basic requirements. 

1. Effective support of design process 

• An immediate consequence of the previous requirement is that the method should 

support stepwise refinement in the design process. The concept of decomposition 

of a total system into subsystems is required in order to reduce complexity. 

• The method must provide the means to identify the different steps in the 

development. This is many times referred as the why-what-how chain: "why do 

we need what and how will we achieve it' or in other words from system logic 

reasoning, semantic modeling towards syntax specification. 

• The method should provide the means to set boundaries to system environment. It 

is required to set boundaries and only to take relevant aspects into consideration. 

2. Efficient control ofproject 

• Method should provide tools to an efficient control of a project. Most of the times 

a method uses the well-known concepts of activity planning, deliverable and 

milestone definition in the different stages of a system development project, no 

matter it applies to the design phase or the implementation phase. 
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3.3 Methodology of Online Payment System 

For Online Payment System development, an iterative rapid application development 

(RAD) method is used to ensure that development is based on solid requirement and 

design, followed by user feedback and rigorous testing. 

To catch potential problems early in the development life cycle, both the process and 

architecture are structured to allow for independent testing, apart from ongoing 

development and integration efforts. Testing is done on each functional unit, then on the 

unit as t is integrated into the complete system. This done again after all units are 

integrated and after deployment. This architecture ties directly into supporting the 

iterative rapid application development (RAD) process. 

Web/Internet environments lend themselves to a specific development model, commonly 

referred to as Joint Application evelopmcnt/Rapid Application Development 

(JADIRAD). The fundamental principle of JAD development is to ensure the 

cooperatively work on defining the requirements for the project, setting priorities for 

development, examining and balancing options and quickly making decisions that meet 

the user's needs and are technically optimal. 'TI1is rrunmuzes the time necessary to 

develop the detailed requirement for any project, and more importantly, improves 

understanding, and tends to reduce rework, confusion, and other downstream problems 

that traditionally cause development cost overruns. 
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Then the RAD process in implemented, where a rough prototype of the product is created 

to validate that it works expected and delivers the desired functionality. When the 

prototype is approved, then the development is refined to create a robust, fully functional 

system. 

3.4 Rapid Application Development 

Methodology (RAD) 

Development 

Planning Analysis Design Build 

Comoress 

RAD 

Document Requirement _. 

t 
IAD Development 

\ User Review .... ~~-- 

esign 

\ Iterative 
Develop 

/ 
Test 

Figure 3.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD) 

Implementation 
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Iteration allows for effectiveness and self-correction. Studies have shown that human 

beings almost never perform a complex task correctly the first time. However, people are 

extremely good at making an adequate beginning and then making many small 

refinements and improvements. 

RAD methodology emphasizes extensive user involvement in the rapid and evolutionary 

construction of working prototypes of a system to accelerate the system development 

process. RAD is some times called a spiral approach because of the repeatedly spiral 

through the phases to develop a system in various degrees of completeness and 

complexity. 

The basic ideas of RAD are: 

• To accelerate the requirements analysis and design phases through an iterative 

construction approach. 

• To reduce the amount of time until the users begin to see a working system. 

RAD uses prototype to accelerate requirements analysis and system design. 
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3.4.1 Prototype 

A prototype is a smaller-scale, representative or working model of the users' 

requirements or a proposed design for and information system. 

It is a process of iterative design and implementation of (a part of) the system with the 

objective to identify quickly insecurities. It can deal with unstable specifications because 

the primary goal is not to implement a full blown operational system but to identify and 

clarify problem areas, which were insecure when the project started. It can reveal a 

(party) working system in a fairly fast time, so that feedback can be given at the soonest 

point in time. The chances to involve final acceptance of the system - increase because 

users will obtain already early a "look and feel" opportunity. Experience of users can be 

used and dealt with within the course of system development and implementation. 

It reveals also the opportunity to manage the complexity of the system. Applying 

stepwise refinement reduces complexity and impr ves quick feedback because even early 

versions of tiny elements of the system can be released for that goal once the framework 

in implemented (first prototype of the system). And it does not hinder the implementation 

of the concept of modularity. 

It will be the vehicle for developing the full requirement for the system, and its definition 

will be the preliminary requirements for the system. Just as you do not need to develop 

the full requirements before you build the prototype, you also should not attempt to build 

the prototype without some kind of a definition of it. 
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Defining the prototype before building it helps users think through the basic functions of 

the system. It is a valuable thing to do, even if the prototype may change considerably 

when the user actually begins to see its outputs. 

3.5 Stages in the RAD Methodology 

The stages in the RAD methodology are planning, analysis, build, test and 

implementation. 

3.5.1 Planning 

In the planning phase, the current problem will be identified, the need of the system will 

be recognized and the system objectives will be set, This planning phase is established by 

the survey phase in terms of scope, development strategy, schedule, and resource 

requirements. The big picture, not details is concerned. Furthermore, whether resource 

will be committed to the project is determined. 

3.5.2 Analysis 

The analysis phase involves the processes of anal zing the existing systems and 

determining the new system's requirements as well as the developing tools. It will 

identified the solutions, analyzes those solutions, and recommends the Online Payment 

System that is designed, built, and implemented. 

. ) 
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3.5.3 I>esign 

The design phase concerns on the system architecture, database design, user interface 

design as well as the outcome of the reports and screens. It defined as those task that 

focus on the specifications of a detailed real time solution for the Online Payment System. 

Design phase, focuses on the technical or implementation concerns of the Online 

Payment System. There a few strategies or techniques for performing system design, such 

as · Information Engineering (IE), Prototyping, Modem Structure Design, Joint 

Application Development (.TAD), Rapid Application Design (RAD), and Object-Oriented 

Design (OOD). For Online Payment System design, prototyping and RAD are the 

techniques that been used. 

3.5.4 Build/Coding 

After designing the system, it comes to the build/coding phase. It is normally known as 

development stage. This stage will carried out a few activities such as build/coding, 

installation, and testing of the system components. It develops and tests the functional 

system, which fulfills the design requirements and implements the interfaces for Online 

Payment System. The tasks that are included in this phase are building and testing 

database, install and test the software packages, and write and test the programs. Univ
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3.5.5 Test 

In the test phase of Online Payment System development process, three levels of testing 

need to be done, which are: 

I. System testing 

It ensures that all application program written and tested individually can be 

integrated into Online Payment System. 

IL Unit or program testing 

It is a test that been carried out to ensures every events and modules that had been 

coded are tested as an integrated unit; It is testing of an entire program of the 

Online Payment System. 

m. Stub testing 

In this stage, all tests are carried out on isolated subset of a program. 

3.5.6 Implementation 

Lastly, implementation stage will deliver < nline Payment ystcrn into day-to-day 

operation. This phase will lead to system test and preparing conversion plan. 

The system test is done using the system test data that was developed earlier. As with 

previous tests that were performed, the system test may result in required modifications 

to programs, thus, once again prompting the return to a construction phase task. This 

iteration would continue until a successful system test was conducted. 
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After a successful system test has been completed, the Online Payment System is 

prepared to be place into operation. By using the design specifications for the Online 

Payment System, a thorough conversion plan is deployed. This plan identifies database to 

be installed and documentation that need to be developed. 

The conversion plan includes a system acceptance test plan. It is the final system test 

performed by end-users using real data and real time. It is an extensive test that addresses 

three levels of acceptance testing, which are: Verification testing, Validation testing and 

Audit testing. 
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4.1 Introduction 

System design is a process through which requirements are translated into a 

model or presentation as the software that can be assessed for quality before 

coding begins. For this stage, the requirement which are identified earlier are 

translates into system features and characteristic. 

The following design issues have been considered: 

• System architecture design 

• System functionality design 

• User interface design 

• Database design 
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4.2 System Architecture Design 

Online Payment System had used the architecture design show in figure 4. l. This 

means Internet users can access to the web-based application using the browser. 

However, the administrative team can access to the system using the visual basic 

application. 

Figure 4.1 The System Architecture Design Univ
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4.3 System functionality design 

The system functionality focuses more on the function of the entire system that is 

the system structure design and data flow diagram. 

4. 3 .1 System structure chart 

AS shown in figure below online payment system is divided into two main 

sections, the shop section and the bank section. 

Online Payment System 

Shop Bank 

Figure 4.2 Structure chart of Online Payment System 

4.3.1.l Shop section 

The shop section consists of several sub-models: registration, shopping 

cart, search by category and payment. 

I Shop 

I I I I I 
I Registration I Shopping cart Payment Cataloguing Feedback 

Figure 4.3 Structure chart of Shop section. 
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The registration module lets the existing user to logon to the system or 

new user to register to the system. Modification of customer data is also 

done here. 

Registration 

Logon User Register new user Modification of user data 

Figure 4.4 Structure chart of Registration module 

The shopping cart module lets customer to rev:iew the orders (shopping 

goods), the quantity of the purchased items can be modify in this section 

or cancel the purchasing process. Customer may also proceed to next stage 

with is payment. 

Shopping Ct1Jt 

I 
I I 

Review Order Modify I Cancel I 
Figure 4.5 Structure chart of Shopping Cart module. 
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The shopping module list all the products by category, lets customer select 

products by category, add products to shopping cart and places order. 

Shopping 

List product Select product Places order 

Figure 4.6 Structure chart of Shopping module. 

The Search by category module will list out the product available in the 

shop according to the categories. It will also list out all the details 

information about the product 

Cataloguing. 

List products isplay products 
information 

Figure 4. 7 Structure chart of Search module. Univ
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The payment module allows the customer to do their payment online. 

They just need an account in the bank and the money will be deducted 

from their bank account. 

Payment 

Authentication Notification 

Figure 4.8 Structure chart of Payment module. 

4.3.1.2 Administrative section 

Under administrative section, administrator can update the information in the 

web site. They also can view current user for the web site. 

Administrative Section 

Update 
Information 

User 
Database 

Figure 4. 9 Structure chart of Administrative section 
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4.3.1.3 Bank section 
Bank section will be a separated web site that allows users to login and 

check their account. Customers also can print their transaction history. 

They are able to update their particular in he bank. 

Bank 

Update 
information 

View account Authentication 

Figure 4.10 Structure chart of Bank section 

4.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 

'The DFD depicts the broadest possible overview of the system inputs, process and 

output, which corresponded to data movement through the system. Data flow 

diagram in Online Payment System are show using the C. Gane. And T Sarson 

notation. 

Figure 4.11 shows the Context diagram of Online Payment System, which consists 

of bank and shop. Figure 4.12 and figure 4.13 shows the details of the online shop 

and the bank respectively. 
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Shop 
Customer 

Views 
Account 

Verifying User ID and Password 

Order 
Bank 

Order 
Complete 

Approval of Transaction 

Figure 4.11 Context Diagram for Online Payment System 
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, ' 

Modifying Customer Data 

I 
l 

,- 
Edited Customer Data 

~ 
User ID 
Pus word 
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Customer Data User! -- Pa 

[~_M_e_m_be_r_R~eg-istra_ti_o_n~ 

- I UserlD I 
CUstomer Data----' J~Pa55WD<"d- 
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UserlD 
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Adminstrator -----User! 

Shopping 

Administrative 
Function 

Order Information 

_c-{ Verifying Order 

Registration J 
at Bank user Accou~ & P11 !iWOCd 

Modi~ed Data Order lnfonootion 

User Accoui & Password Making Payment 

J Order lnfoonation 

Transaction lnfonnal10<1 
t 

J Save Data 
T ransacbon lnfonnatl Verifying Account t---------Transadlon lnfonnallon 

Log out 
Log Out 
Screen 

Figure 4.12 Data Flow Diagram of online shop. 

Customer 

( Processing J l Receipt 
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Customer 

User ID 

1 

Password~D 

-Password 

'---------- ----~----~ 

Customer Data User Verification 

User ID 

Customer ACOOIPf-------1 Vie'Ning Main Page 1--------Customer AL»<:An. 

I 
Customer Transaction History 

,, + 
View Account Vif!W Transaction History 

'- , 

ta 

Log Out 

•' 
I 

Customer Da }1- 
Customer Oala 

S.ve C"""me' o.ia H---L-og-ou_t_Scr_ee_n _ __, 

Figure 4.13 Data Flow Diagram of online bank. 
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4.4 User Interface Design 

The user interface of Online Payment System is designed in the easy way that it is 

very user friendly and easy to use and control the whole system. The user 

interfaces are very consistent in their appearance so that user will not lose time 

searching for the function button. 

The user interface design is divided into two parts, the shopper section and the 

administrator section. 

7. 
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4.4.1 Shop section 

In the main page, it will publish the some banner of advertisements to attract 

customer. Tue top (header) bar in the page is the navigation bar. It provided the 

hyperlink to the appropriate web pages. It also consists of a member column that 

will allow member to login or new member to register. It allows users to login or 

register as a new user. Users will be lead to the main age if the login or 

registration is successful. 

Tue left (side) bar of the main page consists of a few buttons th.at shows 

categories of products that sell be the shop. This button will directly bring user to 

the page where they want to view the items they are interested in_ 

'The appearances will be similar through out the whole shopping process. It is to 

keep the interface consistent and user - friendly to the u ser. 

C) Navigation Bar 

Descriptions of the web site or others information of 
the products. 

Vl - CJ ::s 
"O 
0 ..... 
0.. 

c....... 
0 
Vl 
Q) ..... ..... 
0 
00 
2 
co o 

Figure 4.14 User Interface of Online Shop. 
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4.4.2 Administrator section 

This first page of the administrator web site is also a login page. The user will be 

lead to the main menu. It has four buttons on the side navigation bar: Update web 

site, Sales report, Member database and Exit. 

When the administrator clicks on Update web site, he/she can do some 

modification on the product sale on the web site. The administrator can update the 

latest product and the promotion that will be carried out. 

When Sales report button is clicked, a sales report will be generated. 

Administrator can choose whether it is a daily, weekly or a monthly report. 

Administrator can analyze the sales and come out with a more proper strategy to 

increase the sales. 

If administrator clicks on member database button, it will show the particular of 

the member such as member' name, address and contact number. It helps 

administrator to keep track on the regular customer. 
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G 
Functionality 
Bar 

Navigation Bar 

Display of selected category 

Figure 4.15 User Interface of Administrative Section 
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Online Payment System 

4.4.3 Bank section 

Chapter 4: System Design 

In the main page, there will some advertisements. At the left hand side, there will 

be the navigation bar. Member needs to login to member's page that will allow 

the member to view his account, update his profile and print transaction history. 

In the member's page, the side navigation bar will allow the user to do above 

activities and there is a sign out button that will sign user out from the secure 

page. 

At the main page, new member will lead to a registration page for new 

registration. 

Navigation 
Bar 

Sign out 

I Function Header 

Main section 

Use to display information that required. 

Figure 4.16 User Interface of Bank Section 
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Online Payment System Chapter 4: System Design 

4.5 Database Design 

The system used the relational database model. A relational database is perceived 

to be a collection of tables on which data are stored. 

The areas covered for the database design are: 

I. The entity Relationship (ER) Diagram for the entire database. 

2. The database table. 

4.5.1 Entity Relationship (ER) diagram 

The entity relationship diagram is shown as below, where it depicts the 

relationship between each entity on the system. 

accountnun d 
secretkey 
amount . 
lestecessed ,.. . 

price 
quantity 

J tprice 
date JI 

I I 

num 

Figure 4.17 ER Diagram of Online Payment System 
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4.5.2 Database Tables 

The database is divided into four main areas: 

1. User Data 

2. Sale Data 

3. Account Data 

4.5.2.1 User Data 

The user data is what is used to identify the particular user that is searching the product 

database, order database and account database in the system. 

To support the user data needs in the application. Database will contains a CUSTOMERS 

table. All primary keys are underlined. 

Field Name Data Type Field Size 
customerid varchar 20 
password 1 varchar 20 
password2 varchar 20 
firstname char 30 
lastname char 30 
street varchar 50 
city char 50 
state char 50 
zipcode bigint 8 
country varchar 30 
phonel char 30 
phone2 char 30 
Email varchar 20 

Table 4.1 Customer Table 

• The Customerid is used to log into the system. 
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4.5.2.2 Sale Data 

The 2nd major part is Sale data that will help the system to keep track of the item 

purchased by the user and also calculate the total amount that the user need to pay. 

Field Name Data Type Size 
category var char 50 
productname varchar 50 
pnce money 8 
quantity Varchar 50 
tprice money 8 
date datetime 8 
num int 4 

Table 4.2 Product Table. 

4.5.2.3 Account Data 

The last area of the database is Account data of customer. It will keep all the needed 

information of the user account to perform online payment. 

Field Name Data Type Size 
customerid varchar 50 
passwordl varchar 50 
accountnum numberic 9( 18,0) 
secretkey numberic 9(18,0) 
amount money 8 
lastacessed datetime 8 

Table 4.3 Account Table. 
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Online Payment System Chapter 5: System Implementation 

5.0 Introduction 

System implementation is the acquisition and integration of the physical and 

conceptual resources that produce a working system (Meyer, Baber and 

Pfaffenberger, 1999). It is the physical realization of the database and 

application designs (Connolly and Begg, 1998). There are two main tasks in the 

system implementation phase that is system development and system testing. 

5.1 System Development 

5.1.1 Database development 

The first step in the system development is to develop the system 

database based on the logical data model for Online Payment System 

created during the system design phase. 

Creating an empty database called OPS starts the database development. 

All the tables are then created by specify all U1e fields for each table and 

the field properties. A primary key is allocated for each table in the 

database. After all tables being created, relationships between the tables 

is established to enforce referential integrity. 111e referential integrity is 

an important constraint on a relationship that ensures consistency 

between related tables. 
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Online Payment System Chapter 5: System Implementation 

5.1.2 Application development 

Application development involves code generation that translates all the 

algorithms into ASP program language instructions. Several 

programming principles have been employed in writing the program to 

ensure system consistency, maintainability and readability. All the 

programming principles are as following: 

a) Choosing meaningful variable names, procedure names and 

parameter variable names helps a program to be "self 

documenting" without excessive use of comments 

b) All declarations are placed at the beginning of procedure and 

declarations are separated from the executable statements in that 

procedure with a blank line to make the declarations stand out 

and contribute to program readability 

c) When calling a snb command, use keyword cmd submit and 

enclose arguments being passed in parentheses to improve 

program readability 

d) Insert comments to document the programs and improve program 

readability 
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Figure 5.1 & Figure 5.2 show the sample of coding for sending feedback from 

patron. All the programming principles have been followed when writing the code. 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<TABLE border=O cellPadding=l cellSpacing=l style="WIDTH: 900/o" width="900/o"> 
<TR> 
<TD><!- #include file ="includeJ1, h.,1.n.1 . ; "--></fD><ffR></T ABLE> 

<TABLE border=O ce11Padding=I ceIISpacing=J style="WIDTH: 9(l°/o" width="1Xl%"> 
<fR> 
<BR> 
<TD Valign ="baseline"><!-- #include file ="include/sidenav.asp"-></fD> 
<TD Valign ="top" ><FONT size=3><FONT color=orangered 
style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: top">; 

<T ABLE horde -0 ce11Padding=2 cellSpacit -2 style="WIDTH: 600/o" width="60%" > 
<TR> 
<TD Valign ="top"><FONT face=Arial><FONT color=orangered> 
<FONT color=paleturquoise> 

<J> align=left><FONT size=4><;FONT colo =orangered> ONT 
color=powderblue>Leaf</FONT> <FONT colo -sl>..-yblue>.Financial</FON 
<FONT oolor=deepsl>..-yblue>lnstitute</FON. 
</FONT></FONT><IFONT><IFONT>is a new establish lield of Leaf financial institue. 
This is the website site that link to your own account in Leaf Financial lnstituc. 
You can also check your account balance online and view the lastest online transaction 
payment. </FONT></P 

<P nlign=justify><FONT face=Arinl size=J 
You can buy the product that sell in online shopping mall thnt Jinked from this page. 
you just need to register your account and key in your user _JD and password then leave 
the rest to us. It is very simple to use. </FONT></P> 

<P align=justify><FONT face=Arial>Use this new application now and 
you will enjoy 20% off of any product in our online shoppingmnll. </FONT><IP> 

<!TD> 
<ffR> 

<IT ABLE><ITD><ITR><!f ABLE> 
<TABLE align=left border=O cellPadding=I cellSpacing= I widtJ1="90%"> 

<TR> 
<TD><!-- #include file ="include/bottonmav.asp"-></TD></Tll; <IT ABLE> 

</BODY> 
</HTMi> 
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<scriptlanguage=v~ 
sub cmd submitt) 

if forml.customerid. value="" and forml.passwordl. value= "" then 
alert("Please Login Here.") \:hc'.:k h,,fh ln~ll· r.unc (\..p;i,,,· .. Hd b. ·, 
forml.customerid.focus -.il!<.:'d ,i;1d alert Ii not" 

elseif (forml .customerid. value="") then 
alert("Please enter a login name. ")'ch~"k l·'~lll 1 .. 1111.: IF\ 1ilt.cJ and ab 1 i!n..t ' 
forml.customeridfocus 

elseif(forml.passwordl.value ="")then 
alert("Please enter a Password.") L:1.:-.:L p:1'' c>1 rd t. •. 1;l!:d ,mJ ,i!<.:'11 :I r:..i ' 
forml. password I. focus 

else 

form l.acrion= "chkpwd.asp" · 11.t d 1 .. t 1<) d1.:-.I p,1 'l d 
form] .submit 

end if 
end sub 
</script> 

Figure 5.2 Sample Code of Online Payment System 
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Online Payment System Chapter 6: System Testing 

6.0 Introduction 

System testing is a verification and validation process. A successful testing will 

uncover errors in the software and demonstrates that system functions appear to 

be working according to specification (Pressman, 2001 ). Glen Myers (1979) 

states a number of rules that can serve well as testing objectives: 

a) Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an 

error 

b) A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an as-yet 

undiscovered error 

c) A successful test is one that uncovers an as-yet-undiscovered error 

6.1 Testing principles 

There is a set of testing principles that should understand to guide the system 

testing. Several testing principles suggested by Davis (1995) have been 

followed in testing the Virtual Basic including: 

a) All tests should be traceable to customer requirements. 

b) Test should be planned long before testing began. Testing planning can 

begin as soon as the requirement model is complete. 

c) Testing should begin "in the small" and progress toward testing "in the 

large". The first test planned and executed generally focus on individual 

components. As testing progress, focus shifts in an attempt to find errors 

in integrated clusters of components and ultimately in the entire system. 
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6.2 Testing strategies 

There are various testing strategies available to assess completeness and 

correctness of a system. 111e newly developed Online Payment System 

is tested thoroughly using different testing strategies that involve a 

series of test strategies including unit testing, integration testing and 

error handling and debugging. 111e test also involves some IT literate 

and non-IT literate user. Feedback forms were distributed and their 

opinions will be used to review the system and also for future system 

enhancement 

6.2.1 Unit testing 

Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of 

software design that is system module. During this step, all 

important control paths arc tested to uncover errors within the 

boundary of the module by using the component-level design 

description as a guide (Pressman 2001 ). 

Interface 
Local data structures 
Boundary conditions 
Independent paths 
Error handling paths 

Figure 6.1 Unit Test 
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Generally, the writ tests involves five test cases as shown in 

figure 5.3 and the purpose of each test case is stated below 

(Pressman, 200 l ): 

a) Module interface is tested to ensure that information 

properly flows into and out of the program unit under test, 

b) Local data structure is examined to ensure that data store 

temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an 

algorithm's execution and the local impact on global data 

should be ascertained during unit testing 

c) Boundary conditions are tested to ensure that the module 

operates properly at boundaries established to limit or 

restrict processing 

d) All the independent paths through the program structure are 

excised to ensure that all statements in a module have been 

executed at least once 

e) All error-handling paths are tested to ensure its ability to 

detect and recover all fatal errors during system execution 
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6.2.2 Integration testing 

Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the 

program stmcture while at the same time conducting tests to 

uncover errors associated with the interfacing. Its objective is to 

take unit tested components and build a program structure that 

has been dictated by design (Pressman.zuul ). 

The integration testing was conducted incrementally where the 

system is constructed and tested in small increments to isolate 

and correct the errors easier and the interfaces are more Likely to 

be tested completely (Pressman, 200 I). 

There arc a number of different incrementa1 integration 

strategies available including top-down integration, bottom-up 

integration, regression testing and smoke testing. Based on the 

system characteristics mid project schedule, a combined 

approach that uses top-down tests for upper levels of the 

program structure, coupled with bottom-up tests for subordinate 

levels was selected as Online Payment System's system 

integration testing. 

Top-down integration beginning with the main control module 

as a test driver and stubs are substituted for all components 

where modules are integrated moving downward through the 

control hierarchy. Tests lire conducted as each component is 
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integrated. Top-down integration enables the detection of design 

error early in the testing phase and avoiding extensive redesign 

or re-implementation (Connolly and Begg, 1998). 

Bottom-up integration begins construction and testing with 

atomic modules where low-level components are combined into 

cluster to perform a specific system subfunction and tested. 

Bottom-down integration is an easier test case design because 

processing required for component subordinate to a given level 

is always available and thus the need for stubs is eliminated. 
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6.2.3 Error handling and debugging 

Error handling enables the development of clearer, more robust and 

more fault-tolerant programs. Error handling provides the ability to 

attempt to recover from infrequent fatal errors rather than letting them. 

occur and suffering the consequences (Deitel, 1999). In Online Payment 

System, error-handling codes only applied at place where errors are 

likely to occur because it will make the code more difficult to 

understand and maintain, 

Debugging is the process of findins and correctins errors or bugs in the 0 0 0 0 

source code of computer program (Meyer, Baber and Pfaffenberger, 

I 99). There me u number of debugging tools being used in performing 

Utt: s stern debugging, including Toggle Breakpoint, script debugger, 

Add Watch and so on. When debugging the system, the Locals window 

and immediate window are used to check. the value of variables. 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation 

7 .0 Introduction 

This chapter includes problem encountered and its solution, strengths of the system 

and the overall conclusion. 

7.1 Problems encountered and it's Solution 

There are several problems encountered throughout the development of Online 

Payment System including: 

a) Unsupported features between programming tools and operating system 

There arc several features in IIS 5.0 that are not supported by the Windows 

2000 Pr fessional. The problem occurs because some of the protocol in ITS 

5.0 that do not supported b Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. For 

example the Secure Socket Layer (. SL) using port 443 was disabled because 

Micro ft Windows 2000 Professional do not have the crtificatc Services. 

Without the certificate there will be no encryption between two parties when 

c nducting a transaction. Finally it is decided to use Microsoft Windows 

2000 ervcr as the Operating s stem because it can create the certificate that 

will be used by ITS 5.0 to nm SSL protocol.. 
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b) Programming problems 

Lack of ASP, SQL2000 Server, VBScript and JavaScript programming skills 

cause a lot of problems during the system coding state. However, all the 

problems had been solved finally by reading a lot of references and explore 

the Internet. 

c) Lack of latest references 

This is the main problem faced when finding references for the literature 

review and finding programming reference books. This problem had solved 

by visiting to online resource such as Microsoft's MSDN and TechNet, ASP 

programming language website, some online banking agency and online shop. 

d) Lack of payment transaction flow knowledge 

Limited knowledge in transaction flow cause the difficulty of developing an 

appropriate procedures, designing the database and the system transactions. 

Guidance from supervisor and information from several lT consultants from 

my last atta bed company providing a clearer and helter understanding of 

online payment process and procedures. 
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7.2 Strengths of The System 

a) Attractive and Simple Graphic User Interface 

The Online Payment System interface is attractive and simple where it relies 

heavily on browsing and pointing especially for the user. The catalogue's 

colorful point and click graphical interface brings fun and success to the 

information retrieval process. 

b) Cataloguing system 

The online shop is cataloging the items by categories and it is displayed in the 

form that very easy to view and browse. This will save a lot of user's time 

when they urc trying to search fi r a particular item. 

c) System security 

User name and pas word arc re juired to login in lo the s -stem and the 

authorized person is all wed to change the passw rd und J urticulurs anytime. 

Beside that, the connections between two parties at • encrypted with Secure 

ocket La er ( SL). TI1is will prevent others from tapping the information 

while conducting a transaction. 

d) Frequently asked question 

The system provides a section called frequently asked question that help to 

answer user doubt about the online payment system 
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e) Clear instruction 

All instruction that given in the website is direct and clear. It is meant to be 

user- friendly and combination with graphics makes it simpler for the user to 

get ready to use the system. 

f) Fast response time 

The website is minimizing its usage of graphics and animation icon to reduce 

the response time. The users do not need to wait for a long time just to 

download the information they looking for. 

7 .3 Limitation of The System 

Due to the time constraints, some functions that have been planed didn't work out. 

The history function that allow user to check their transaction history has been drop 

from this online payment system. 

Administrator's section that plan to have the abilities to update data on the website 

and al o view the report of the transaction also been left out due to time constraints. 

For future enhancement, this system can be integrated with the inventory system. It 

will al o help the administrator to keep track of the sale and inventory. 
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7.4 Conclusion 

Online Payment System has been successfully achieved and fulfilled its objectives 

as a secure and reliable online transaction system that requires the minimum of time 

to study and use by users. 

A lot of valuable knowledge has been gained throughout the development of Online 

Payment System including knowledge of the transaction flow, programming 

knowledge database designing and the understanding of latest technologies and 

protocol used to secure a transaction over the internet. 

The project has been a good practical testing on undergraduates' capabilities in 

handling and developing a project. It provides the opp rtunity for them to apply all 

gained knowledge to a real world environment. 
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Online Payment System (OPS) 
Final Year Project (WXES3181/2) 

Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology 

System Evaluation Form 

1. How do you find the performance of the system? 

D Excellent D Good D Fair 

2. Do you think the system is useful? 

D Yes D No 
3. Would you use this system, if it has been rolled out? 

D Yes D No 
4. How does the links in the system facilitate your navigation? 

D Excellent CJ iood CJ Fair 

5. ls the system interface user-friendly? 

D Yes D Not Quite D No 

6. Are the system instructions clear? 

D Yes CJ No 

7. ls the system response time acceptable? 

CJ Fast 0 Acceptable D N t : o h1st 

8. Are you satisfied with the system security features? 

D Yes D No 
9. Do ou intend to introduce the system to your friends? 

CJ Yes D No 
10. In our opinion, what is the future enhancements needed for the system? 

- lIHIHIHD THANK YOU UHIHJHlHil 

Name 

. 'ie.nuturc 
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1.0 Getting started with Online Payment System 

1.1 Register yourself to OPS 

You have to be a user before you can use the online payment system; you 

required two things that are your User ID and password. You can get your 

user id and temporary password at any of our branches. 

1.2 Register your account number to your user ID 

After you have your user id and temporary password, you just need to go to 

our web site to register as an online user. Just follow the following steps: - • ,> ........ -- • 

L af Financral 
, • •nal)i4<1 yi;;.r dt\11 t..1\.,-,, 

Povvt:n 111 Yl'4.1 tuu '" ,, ,., ,~"'("w111t 1fl l '" r oMt\'h~ 1------~ •if.11111111 i!llU.,._>u "'"' h .~ ll l'<l'l '"1'11~1'<.l<><'I Mtl'I llC"'1 In UW 
Ol••>l 51>o!.'4Jii>Jll'11 

oll<I~ eerd - _ bil Vou' ctlM N l"(l(\"1 
ond k'(U"£ 1).1 u~ rvg onJ S.n\>11> ro '"~ 

O ~-"\.·-tr ", ...._ _. us.o"" @1 on...,... on.i ~, .. 16¥'i .'ll1ti "' 
pt<'dllct ln UI Crin• h<'«>"'9""" 

()I.~ I j,.• I 1 I 

~;.;:~·~-~-,.. .. ~ ......... 'l"""'•"'"to."""'-nd\1\llt.•l . -"",\"''*""' n...-o.:._....,.......,..11'Gf"•""'"tt:"'I• ..._,.._._ 
T._.., .. u.._.,,...,...11.)..t4•:Ml~•f#t_,,,b*._~-...._...,., 

ll"" .. I , ... 1--~· •. , ~.t t.t-, lfA.,.IH l' 

0 

.:.I ........ _ 
111.is is the main page of Online Payment System. 
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a) Click Member's Page, and then click on the Sign Up!! 

._i .. ---'lk-- 

LFI Members' Page 

Then you just need to fill in the User id and your temporary that given to you 

and also your personal particulars. Aller completed, click submit button. 

,... ....... ~ fM .. 

~- • .. .:;) ..I ::! """"' .:LI-" _,_ . _, . ..J 0 ~ 
~-1 -_,,_;;;;;,.~ 

'Leaf Financial 
Member Reqistt ations 

o~, •"· 

-r=:" 
I.Mttl-. 

;J 
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2.0 Member's Function 
2.1 So now you are ready to log in. Type your User id and password on the 

respective area and click submit. 

~--.~~·-- ..... 
.. _ ..... 0 tl all"'- ,..,_ __.,., ·9· ...... , . .J. & 
.... _1i.J~ .... -· , p ••• - 

.~JJ>l 

• • i ...... -- .......... ~.' 
LFI Members' Page 

USMIO -- 

--- 
2.2 If you login successfully, then you will enter your own page. Al there you 

can view your account balance and also update your personal particular 

which you need lo change our password immediately alter you log in to 

the system. 

• .J •• :.J. 

LFI Members' Page 
were \\C "" 
n.;. .. ,..... ......... - .. -.~. 

'ft1 ,.,... "'r o.ar-,........ ,.,...., 1'f") CM f'at»7 
~"t - .,..,.,., ·----- t-)'J111tt Pt,- ... , 
.....,.-~- .. te•ri•JJ.~·~·"'"' t.;o>-",.....,. ........ 
Y • t::.IO 1:btck 7'0W art<llDflll ~ bd '"l()'Cbk J'C"OI 
~...,~,.11h'ato«ktt• 

J 

_,_,_ - --_ .., _ , __ . 
1()11 
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2.3) You need to change your password by going to Update Personal Data, 

at there you just have to retype the password you choose and click 

submit. 

' LFI Members' Page 
Member Particulars 
o.-lD ~ 
r ....... <1. F--- 
c"""'-i•-" 
}'< .. }(..,. ._ ~------ 
i...tN- 

[ti- .fn'ilg,-, - 
-;11 --0.u;;- 

I I~...-- 
iril_ ...... 

2.4) You can also viev your own account balance in you bank account by 

clicking Viev account. 

LFI Members' Page 
w•••• 
l'--k ~fl'-I ..... ·- ..... , .. ..,,...... .,.. • .,. 

~\ ..... 
h• .... JU.I 

I.M\l•ol>o" 

1• i111111 ,,,_ - 
IM"1/f'llW 

--- 
2.5 Just click Log out and you will disconnect from the system. 
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. 0 Administrator 
3 .1 Type your User id as "admin" and password on the respective area and 

click submit. 

~ u.. ...... """"'.,. ·~ ... 
-..-.- .. ;;'.) ~' i:l- ..,._ ,_., ...:i· j. • .J ~ & 
....._!4l'J~ .. _ ... ,,.. ...... 

1i 
.. ,;>.;.. ........................ (;,l ... ~ 

LFI Members' Page 

- ... - 
3.2 After Login in to the administrator's page, you can check the user data 

from the user database by enter the user id ou intended to view in the text 

box then click submit. 

' { .caf Financial 
Hjl 

1!'" ,, 

M 11-.it ,...,;.,.. ) I ., ,;.,..11o .... , ........ 

11l""'6:• 14 ,;.,. • .,...., ,..-...i-. 
Pl• ... l'),,c lb< ..,..;4 yw lattod<• ff ........ bdow. 

r 

·l (' 

., ......... 
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3.3 Administrator can also advise to update their own particulars such as 

Password regularly to prevent people to hack in the system 

" .. ,...Qtt ...... ,...,...t ....... 
...... • .. • J) ..il al ~""'"' ~ ,,,...... ..)• j .. ...l Cl. .B -lfl._. _ 

·~-~-----~---~--------. 

LFI Members' Page 
Administrator Particulars 

P .. rword f= 
Codir111edJ>onWW\i "'f==---- 
Firn H..,... ji'Sm.i 

i;-:-;------- 
~ 
Cq 
51;&, 

~C.d« 

C..ury • 
ri.... m- -Pii =--'>!M!i,._,.__ 
&.al wt :h•,ron 

t ... ~ ... 

3.4 Just click on the Log out link on your side navigation bar and you will 

disconnect from the system. 
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4.0 Shop function 
4.1 Cataloging (Select by categories) this function enable user to browse the 

website more easily and raster. 

,,· ~ 
\ rlt t\t ~ ~... fOiX t1$ -~· . - 
,i.- . .-. iJ ~I a- ...,._ ~ 1-6· ..J • !:f '*° & ! 
A# ... ~-~ • ,>co. Uebc. --.,.....~· ... ·1 

LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

-< Hom•\Promotlons) 

•l Flower 
Happy Valenrine !!! 

Flower & Toy 

Flower & Bolloo11 

Frun Basket 

oon 
Flower' & Toy- Hug Mc 

RM 7().00 

1''r u It D11 dlct - t'ru I to 
RM6!!.00 

0 ' 
4!l 

Flo11rur - True Blues 
RM 200.00 

U111lon - Party Time 
RM 100.00 

·J ......... _ 
4.2 To add item you choose in to your shopping just click n the shopping curt 

image. 

... '* -- ,......... t .... 

.. - • ~ ,, .>I .? "' ~ _e.l _ __.,.- ... ) ._>-- u-...• ~-·~!A• 
·] 

.t (fl 

-·- ~·· ......... 

LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

HonwtPrornollons) 

n~rl.B oon 

fr\Jll~Sltl'I 

0 .. 1 

··' 

Flower&. Toy - S'Weetle 
RM 100.00 W 

. ; 
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4.3 After adding the item, you need to input the quantity you like to purchase. 

,... £..t ... l'~ tu* Hiib 

..a GI 1 a- ..i.1- .,....,, .:i· .j .•. · .iJ ~ & 
~;:;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;:;::;;;:~:;;;;;;:;:~;:;:i<;---------;i3 ~"' - • -- s > l 

L.aPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

Product Selected 

c ... ,"'l' 'fioy 
Pro4'onN.-:\T~ 

Ualll'rtno : RM1=re""'ro,_---- 
Do« lt1A1Wt0t 

rc------ Q _.,. 

4.4 After you click next to confirm, it wills you the related information. At 

this page you can ch set c ntinuc shopping r continue and pay. 

... - __ .......... 
-)~ ... , ...... __ 

LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

Produ l 'el«letj 

FIOWer & Toy 
c~•ov 

Flow~r & 8 llOon 

Fruit a.nktl 
,......,,iq_T~ 

UaitJ'ri"' IU\ol 70.00 ou.1 

~ 2 

t ... 1'tl<e iM 140 

·. ... "' 

·I 
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45 If you click continue at the previous page then u will come to this page, at 

this you can quit without by clicking the door image, continue shopping or 

click continue button to pay. 

LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

?. Shopping Cart 

Flower & ea11oon 
,.., ""'"' . ... .... 

6 Key in your user id and pa sword and click puy. When the tran .action is 4. 

completed, your balance in bank nee unt will be deducted und y u will be 

acknowledge. 

• •• - ·I 

LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

Online Payment Section 

;::.:. ..,, ......... ..,.__:.._... __ 
.._ 
I'- 

,., 
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4. 7 After your transaction successfully completed. You will see this page. 

«- .. , ,.. 6tt _. r~ 1b* Hiit> 

._,.,.~... il ~1 a-- .ii- _,....,., .. ~-J • d fl> R ·-Iii-~ ... 
LaPanda Flowers & Gifts Web Shop 

e . I I l I I \ 

y..,......_...,,i... ..... ..i.a,Joa. 
'Wt hope b JOU 9'1CodldJieMUMMrotW6-c"MG <Of ....... t t"1 ... ~Jc .. ~ .. "':. 

·J 

111ank you for reading this user manual for On/in' Payment System, we hope that 

you find it useful and enjoy using this s. st nn. 
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